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Photovoltaic effect in the La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 / LaMnO3 / SrTiO3 : Nb
heterojunctions with variant LaMnO3 layers
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Influence of LaMnO3 layer, 0–12 nm in thickness, on photovoltaic effect 共PVE兲 has been
experimentally studied for the La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 / LaMnO3 / SrTiO3 : Nb junction. Presence of
LaMnO3 causes an obvious weakening of the PVE, demonstrated by the reduction in the carrier
density excited by each photon. The interfacial barrier deduced from the PVE shows a rapid growth,
from ⬃1.22 to ⬃1.45 eV, as the layer thickness increases from 0 to 2 nm, and saturates at ⬃1.5 eV
above 2 nm. On the contrary, current-voltage characteristics suggest a smooth reduction in
interfacial barrier with layer thickness. These results can be quantitatively understood assuming the
occurrence of a notch and a spike in the conduction band edges at the interface of the junction.
© 2009 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3194776兴
Heterojunctions are different from homojunctions in
many aspects.1 The different band structures of the two components forming the diodes allow a band structure tailoring
on the demand of fundamental research or practical application. This provides an important degree of freedom that produces many interesting phenomena. Manganites and
SrTiO3 : Nb are different in energy bands. As reported, the
band gap/electron affinity is ⬃3.2 eV/ 3.9 eV for SrTiO3
and ⬃0.5 eV/ 4.9 eV for hole-doped manganites.2 Therefore, the junctions composed of manganites and SrTiO3 : Nb
are typical heterojunctions. The manganite junctions are
found to exhibit many distinctive characters such as good
rectifying property,3 bias-dependent magnetoresistance,4 and
unusual photovoltaic effect.5 However, all these phenomena
can be explained simply based on the theory for homojunctions. It is fortunate that, by introducing a proper inventing
layer, we obtained the junctions that show the typical
features of heterojunctions.6 Unlike homojunctions,
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 / LaMnO3 / SrTiO3 : 0.05 wt %Nb 共LCMO/
LMO/STON兲 experiences two different processes that can be
well described by the theory developed by assuming the occurrence of a notch and a spike in the conduction band edges
at the interface of the diode, due to the band mismatch between LMO, LCMO, and STON. In fact, in addition to the
two-step current 共I兲-voltage 共V兲 characteristics, other unusual
effects are also possible in the junction with a complex band
structure. Among them, the photovoltaic effect 共PVE兲, which
caries the very information on band structure, is especially
attractive. As well established, extra carriers can be produced
by photon excitation, forming photocurrent 共IL兲 if they have
enough energy to conquer interfacial barrier. It is obvious
that the special band structure in LCMO/LMO/STON, if exists, should have a direct reflection in the PVE. Based on this
consideration, in this latter, we performed a systematic study
on the influence of the LMO layer on the PVE of LCMO/
LMO/STON.
The samples were fabricated by growing first a LMO
layer with a thickness between t = 0 and 12 nm then a LCMO
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layer of ⬃150 nm on a 0.05 wt %Nb-doped SrTiO3 substrate 共STON兲 using pulsed laser ablation technique.6 The
buffer layer is quite smooth with a terracelike surface structure, as revealed by the atomic force microscope analysis.
The root-mean-square roughness of the LMO layer of, for
example, 8 nm is ⬃0.3 nm, with a peak-to-valley fluctuation
of ⬃0.5 nm. X-ray diffraction analysis shows a small increase in the out-of-plane lattice constant of LCMO, from
⬃0.5387 nm for t = 0 to ⬃0.5398 nm for t = 8 nm.
Two Cu pads were deposited, also by laser ablating, respectively on LCMO and STON as electrodes 共junction
area= 1 ⫻ 1 mm2兲. The resistance is ⬃10 ⍀ for the CuSTON contact and ⬃100 ⍀ for the Cu-LCMO contact. The
I-V characteristics were measured by a superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometer equipped with a
resistance measurement unit. The direction directs from
LCMO to STON is positive.
The transport behaviors of the junctions with different
LMO buffer layers and corresponding analyses can be found
in Ref. 6. The I-V characteristics exhibit a gradual evolution
with the thickness of the LMO layer. Unlike the junctions for
t ⬍ 6 nm, the junction for t = 6 or 8 nm shows a two-step
electronic process, which signifies the appearance of a complex band structure. In Fig. 1共a兲 we show the results for
t = 8 nm for reference.
It is obvious that the interfacial potential ⌽B is the key
factor affecting the physical properties of the junctions. The
Shockley character of the I-V characteristics allows the
determination of ⌽B with the use of the relation JS
⬀ T2 exp共⌽B / kBT兲, where JS is the saturation current and kB
the Boltzmann constant. To first approximation, LCMO/
STON can be treated as a Schottky junction. In the presence
of a LMO layer, 共1-1 / n兲V is dropped across the insulating
layer and V / n is applied to the depletion layer 共n is the
ideality factor兲. This means, according to Yamamoto et al.,7
that the I-V curves of LCMO/LMO/STON are similar to
those of LCMO/STON after describing the effect of the insulating layer by ideality factor. Figure 1共b兲 presents the interfacial barrier for the junctions with t = 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8
nm. The interfacial barrier in the junction with a LMO layer
thicker than 8 nm cannot be obtained in this way due to the
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Square root quantum efficiency as a function of
photon energy for the LCMO/ LMO共t兲 / STON junctions. Solid lines are
guides for the eyes.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Semilogarithmic plot of the current-voltage characteristics of LCMO/LMO共8 nm兲/STON and 共b兲 the interfacial barrier derived from the I-V curves. Errors of ⌽B are due to the uncertainty of the
saturation current. Solid lines are guides for the eyes.

appearance of severe leakage current. The interfacial barrier
is ⬃0.84 eV for t = 0 and ⬃0.76 eV for t = 8 nm, decreasing
smoothly with the increase in the LMO layer thickness. The
interfacial barrier is derived for the low bias process when
two electronic processes occur. As we know, LMO/STON
exhibits a lower ⌽B than that of LCMO/STON due to the
high Fermi level of LMO. With this in mind, the reduction in
interfacial barrier in LCMO/LMO/STON is plausible. However, the results here may not be a complete description for
the complex electronic structure of the junctions, especially
in the presence of two interfacial barriers.
As well established, electrons in LCMO can be excited
by photons and penetrate through the junction region under
the driving of the built-in electric field if hv ⱖ ⌽B, yielding
photocurrent, where h is the Planck constant, and v the light
frequency. According to Fowler,8 there is a simple relation
between the quantum efficiency and photon energy, R ⬀ 共h
− ⌽B兲2, when 兩hv − ⌽B兩 ⱖ 3kBT. Based on this relation ⌽B can
also be derived from the PVE.

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Selected photocurrent of the LCMO/ LMO共t兲 / STON
junctions with t = 0 共a兲 and 2 nm 共b兲, measured under the light power of
1 mW and different wavelengths. Arrows signify the positions of light on
and off.

Lasers with the wavelengths between 450 and 1000 nm
were used in the present experiment. The spot size of the
incident light is ⬃1 mm in diameter. As a representative,
Figs. 2共a兲 and 2共b兲 show the photocurrents produced by the
lights of 468, 635, and 780 nm for the junctions of t = 0 and
2 nm. Sudden jumps in photocurrent are observed for the
laser on and off, signifying a swift response of IL to light
illumination. Two distinctive features can be identified from
the data in Fig. 2. First, for an identical junction, the light
with a shorter wavelength yields a stronger photoresponse.
For example, the photocurrent in LCMO/STON is ⬃146 and
⬃45 nA/ mW for the wavelengths of 468 and 780 nm, respectively. Second, photocurrent weakens as layer thickness
increases if light parameters are fixed. For example, the photocurrent, under the light of 468 nm, decreases from ⬃146 to
⬃33 nA/ mW as t grows from 0 to 2 nm. The former manifests the presence of interfacial barrier, only the photons with
the energy well above ⌽B are effective, and the latter suggests a change of this barrier with the LMO layer thickness.
Figure 3 presents square root R as a function of h.
Satisfactory linear R1/2 − hv relations are observed for all
samples, indicating the presence of definite interfacial barriers in the junctions. The most remarkable result is the high
energy shift of the intercept of the R1/2 − h curve on the
h-axis, which indicates the growth of interfacial barrier, and
the accompanying declining of the R1/2 − h slope as the
LMO layer thickness increases. These changes are severe
when t is small and slow down when t ⬎ 2 nm. The interfacial barrier deduced from the Fowler equation, denoted as
⌽BP, is illustrated in Fig. 4. It exhibits a strong dependence
on LMO layer, rising from ⬃1.22 to ⬃1.48 eV as t increases from 0 to 2 nm and saturating at ⬃1.5 eV above 2
nm. Compared with ⌽B, two remarkable features can be
identified. The first one is the different dependence of ⌽BP on

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Interfacial barrier, derived from photovoltaic effect,
as a function of the layer thickness of LMO. Solid line is a guide for the
eyes.
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 A schematic band structure of the manganite junction. Arrow in the figure indicates the excitation of extra charge carriers.

layer thickness and the second one is the significantly large
⌽BP value.
We have studied the effect of the film thickness of
LCMO on the PVE for the LCMO/STON junctions,9 and
found a dramatic enhancement of the PVE as film thickness
grows from 5 to 50 nm and a saturation above 50 nm, due to
the relaxation of tensile stress of the film. The film thickness
of the present junctions is above 150 nm. Although the introduction of the LMO layer causes an increase in the outof-plane lattice constant of LCMO, the change is too small to
yield any detectable effects on ⌽BP.
According to the semiconductor theory, the Schottky
barriers derived from the I-V curves and the PVE, respectively, should be the same within 0.02 eV.1 However, when
leakage current or tunneling current appears, usually a low
⌽B is obtained. The junctions studied here could be of high
quality noting the negligible deviation of their ideality factors from unity and the extremely high junction resistance.
The near temperature independence of the ideality factor between 200 and 350 K further indicates the dominant role of
the thermionic emission process in the junction. Therefore,
the difference between ⌽BP and ⌽B cannot be simply ascribed to the effect of tunneling and/or leakage current.
As proved by the I-V analysis, an energy band structure
characterized by notch-and-spike-shaped conduction band
edges may exist in the junction 共Fig. 5兲. In this case, two
distinctive energy barriers can be derived respectively
from the two I-V fragments in the low and high bias
range. Complex band structure may also exist in the junctions without obvious two-step features and the data in Fig. 1
could be the energy barrier in STON. In contrast, in the PVE
experiment, charge carriers come from LCMO or LMO, and
the barrier height faced by them is measured from the downward bended valence band 共it is possible noting the presence
of a dead layer in LCMO兲, instead of Fermi level as in
Schottky junctions 共Fig. 5兲. As a result, the required energy
is significantly larger than expected. As well established, in
STON the Fermi level 共EF兲 is close to the bottom of the
conduction band 共EC兲, while it is slightly below the top of
the valence band 共EV兲 in LCMO. Therefore, the barrier
height will be ⌽BP = EC共STON兲-EV共LCMO兲 for LCMO/
STON. If LCMO can be treated as idealized metal, ⌽BP
= EC共STON兲-EF共LCMO兲 = ⌽B 共EF ⬇ EV兲. However, if

LCMO deviates severely from metal or, equivalently, its
band bending is obvious, ⌽BP = EC共STON兲-EV共LCMO兲
⬎ ⌽B since EF ⬎ EV at the interface. This explains the difference between ⌽B and ⌽BP. As we know, the energy gap of
LCMO is ⬃0.5 eV, and the band offset between LCMO and
STON is ⌬EC ⬃ 0.6 eV, adopting the work function of 4.9
eV for LCMO and 3.9 eV for SrTiO3 : Nb and ignoring the
difference of EF and EV in LCMO. A direct calculation gives
an interfacial barrier of ⬃1.1 eV. The agreement with the
one derived from PVE 共⬃1.2 eV兲 is good noting the ignorance of other factors affecting ⌽BP except for the work
functions. Energy required by producing extra carriers in the
region apart from the interface could be low due to the
gradual band flattening. However, these carriers may have no
significant contribution to PVE due to their annihilation on
the way to interface.
Although the Fermi level of LMO is higher than that of
LCMO,10 EV共LMO兲 is lower than EV共LCMO兲,11 which could
cause a further downward bending of the conduction band,
as shown in Fig. 5. When LMO is thick, nearly all of the
carriers contributing to the PVE come from the valence band
of LMO, the extra carriers from the corresponding band of
LCMO have hardly opportunity to reach the LMO/STON
interface. The steep increase of ⌽BP shows the rapid enhancement of the effect of the LMO layer from 0 to 2 nm.
Above t = 2 nm, ⌽BP stays at a constant value, which implies
that 2 nm may be the free distance for nonequilibrium carriers. From Fig. 5, there is an approximate relation ⌽BP ⬇ VR
+ VF. As reported, in the junctions t = 6 nm and 8 nm the
two interfacial barriers VF and VR can be, respectively,
determined.6 A direct calculation gives VF + VR ⬇ 1.37 eV for
t = 6 nm and VF + VR ⬇ 1.34 eV for t = 8 nm, in reasonably
consistent with the observed ⬃1.5 eV.
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